
Tips for parents
This activity teaches children

ways they can develop a

growth mindset. Children with

fixed mindsets may get easily

frustrated or disappointed

when they make mistakes,

engage in negative self-talk, 

and give up when things get too

hard. With a growth mindset,

children can learn to engage in 
positive self-talk, learn from their

mistakes, persevere, and embrace

learning and growth. This mindset can 

help students tackle challenging tasks

and set and reach their goals. To help

your child with this activity, help them

read the information and answer the

questions with goals and growth in mind.

Which

standards does

this activity

meet?

Follow along

with the reading

on each of the

flaps.

color the

booklet.

answer the

questions and fill

in the blanks.

Discussio
n

Topics/Q
uestions

What are so
me goals

you have fo
r yourself

?

What do you say to

yourself
 when you make

a mistake?

Are mistakes im
portant?

Do you have a fix
ed or

growth mindset?

Who can help you grow

and support your

goals?

Demonstrate

confidence in the

ability to complete

simple tasks and

challenges

independently, while

expressing positive

attitudes toward

self.

A4. 2a

Seek help
when faced with
challenges or

when frustrated
with a task, skill,

or situation.

A3. 2A

Explain how

practice improves

performance of a

skill and can help

in overcoming a

challenge or

setback.

B3. 2A

Activity

Instructions

SEL Make-And-Take Kit:

Growth Mindset

FlipBook

https://www.verywellfamily.com/tips-

for-teaching-your-child-to-have-a-

growth-mindset-4014842
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can't

Molly Bang
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You Are Awesome
Matthew Syed
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where can i

learn more?

https://www.understood.org/artic

les/en/growth-mindset

https://www.mindsetkit.org/growth-

mindset-parents/learn-about-growth-

mindset/what-is-growth-mindset-parents
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